Although we make every effort to prevent errors from being published, we regret that they do occur and apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. Please note the corrections below in red. The number of rows of ribbing on the back has been changed. Also note, there may be more than one revision to a pattern.

Under Back:

Work in ribbing as follows:

Row 1: (right side) K1, *p1, k1; rep from * to end.

Row 2: P1, *k1, p1; rep from * to end.

Repeat these 2 rows 2(2, 3) times more, then Row 1 once, dec 2(0, 2) sts spaced evenly across last rib row - 57(63, 69) sts. (Please delete instructions highlighted in yellow)

We apologize for any inconvenience. Patterns are corrected from April 22, 2016.